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Video 123: Q&A Session #20  

Written by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, Feb. 15, 2019 
This is a transcript to video: 

https://youtu.be/aCB_HX3DAnQ   

 

Hello, this is Wes Penre. We believe it’s time for another Q&A Session, and we 

think this is a good one, with questions that many people might have asked 

themselves. Anyone, who listens to our videos, can submit questions for 

upcoming Q&A videos. All you need to do is to email us at 

wespenreproductions@gmail.com and put “Q&A” in the subject line. Only one 

thing; please avoid typing your emails in capital letters. This makes it difficult 

for us because we need to rewrite the question or questions from scratch. Also, 

it won’t look nice if one or two of the questions in the transcript or on the screen 

are in capital letters, when the rest are not. 

OK, now let’s start with the actual session: 

 

QUESTION 1: The KHAA seems not that much better than the Matrix. It's great 

we are no longer trapped and recycled, but it seems one still has to look after 

and support a body; there is commerce going on, so presumably one has to 

work etc., and there still seems to be just as many power struggles, wars, 

fighting and conflict, killing and suffering. Is there no place where there is love, 

peace and harmony? 

ANSWER: We have been given an idea of “Heaven”. Many people are 

understandably eager to escape to such a place of ultimate peace and 

harmony. Does such a level of vibration exist in the KHAA? Yes, most likely. 

Remember that we will experience that which is tuned or aligned to our own 

frequency and level of consciousness maturity. If this is your level of 

development, then it is certainly possible that an existence of peace and 

harmony will be available to you.  

https://youtu.be/aCB_HX3DAnQ
mailto:wespenreproductions@gmail.com
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The similarities between the Matrix and the KHAA are that we will still create, 

explore, and experience, and we will still be able to do whatever we liked to do 

here, if we wish. The differences are that we are no longer trapped within a tiny 

frequency band and limited to what we can perceive and achieve—and no 

amnesia. Yes, you can choose to work, trade, and do all that, but you can also 

choose not to. The only limits to what you can do are the ones you create for 

yourself. You will become a creator god in the KHAA, so you have freewill of 

choice to create and participate in whatever you wish. Is there a place of love 

and harmony? Absolutely, if you create it or tune into that vibration. There is no 

reason to participate in wars and general struggles, unless you choose to tune 

into that—it’s all about vibrations/frequencies, aka dimensions and densities. 

Some beings in the KHAA do participate in trade, wars, and struggle, because 

they are also in different stages of development, just like us. Star beings and 

star races are born all the time. 

 

QUESTION 2: Knowing that the way to escape is to go inside and not 

outside...because everything is inverted...I believe we live on a concave earth 

(inside) and the universe is OUT there. The Germans escaped with their 

physical bodies through the North Pole Hole...this is also why there are cover-

ups and mis-info on Antarctica. Mr. Wes, what do you think about all this? 

ANSWER: How about if the Earth construct is a flat surface on which we live, 

with a concave firmament around it, similar to these Christmas decorations you 

can shake so that it starts snowing inside the decorations. What if above the 

Firmament, there are the Upper Waters, the Sweetwater where En.ki resides, 

and from where he creates the illusion of planets, stars, galaxies, and all the 

rest of it, by using sonic geometry, creating the shapes we see in the sky? We 

are currently researching this subject, and we will eventually make a video, or 

videos, that we will share. 

 

QUESTION 3: Can the fourth dimension be considered the grid and the fifth 

dimension the Khaa? 
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If the moon projects a false reality to influence human perception specifically 

designed to suppress feelings of joy and oneness, what damage is done to 

humans who meditate regularly at full moon and what influence does a blood 

moon have on humanity? 

ANSWER: Dimensions do not work in this way. So, comparing the grid to the 

4th dimension and the KHAA to the 5th isn’t entirely accurate, based on our 

research. Recently, we are considering more and more that the electromagnetic 

field surrounding the planet is the grid.  

The KHAA is the Universe in its entirety, including the physical sides such as 

this one and the non-physical sides. If you were sitting in a stadium during a 

sports event, your seat and immediate surroundings would be this reality, this 

3D Earth life. The KHAA is not only your seat and the immediate surroundings, 

it is also everyone else in their seats, but not only that, it also includes the parts 

of the stadium and people you can not see from your location; inside the offices, 

the below ground levels, the food stations, all the people walking around inside 

and outside, the various equipment, the cars in the parking lot, the sounds you 

hear but can not see, the scents you smell but can not touch, ALL of it. We are 

only a very tiny portion of limited experience in a vast Universe, and we think 

our seat in the “stadium” is the only reality there is and the only experience to 

have. 

Many say, including the science community, that the fourth dimension is time, 

and one could look at it that way, but we think it’s more useful to look at it as 

the astral. The fifth dimension, as we perceive it, is the thought dimension, as 

mentioned in previous videos. But remember, these are just numbers that we 

and others use, in order to be able to communicate these things in words. 

Others might number them differently—it doesn’t matter. All dimensions are 

interactive. 

 

QUESTION 4: In your research, you mention how astral entities particularly love 

to target sexual energy and that this energy can establish a connection directly 

to Satania. How effective can this energy be scooped? Is there a chance the 
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interceptions are not 100% efficient and thus, some still gets to Satania or at 

least to other dimensions? I was thinking this may explain why some of us have 

”woken-up” against all odds, while others are completely lost in the maze. I must 

say I deserve a medal of honour from the Orion council for my awakening, just 

kidding. 

ANSWER: I used the term Satania from the Urantia Book in my papers, which 

I wouldn’t do if I’d written them today. I prefer to just call it the Orion Empire. 

Both Satania and Nebadon from Urantia are within the Matrix.  

The gods can feed from our sexual energies through our second chakra. The 

sexual energies are the creative energies, and they exist outside this Matrix, as 

well. They are very powerful. If we set goals before we have sex that these 

energies will only flow between you and your partner, or you decide to shoot 

them into the KHAA and bypass any vampires, you can do so. You ultimately 

decide where you want to direct those energies. The problem is that people are 

not aware of this, and therefore, the energies we emanate are often absorbed 

by the Overlords. 

 

QUESTION 5: One of my favorite TV programs on the History Channel is 

"Ancient Aliens."  I've been watching it since Season One.  Someone made a 

comment stating the show is filled with disinformation.  That may be true, though 

a lot of it resonates with me completely.  Have you ever watched "Ancient 

Aliens"?  What is your humble opinion on this unique television series? 

ANSWER: Yes, we’ve watched Ancient Aliens, although far from consistently. 

We would agree with those comments. Of course, the topics they bring up are 

often real, but their conclusions, as far as I have seen, are always twisted. They 

present a valid topic, but then they mislead us with their conclusions, which are 

all matrix-related and in line with disinfo agents like Sitchin and other so-called 

“translators” and “interpreters.” 

The series seems to follow the familiar protocol of introducing topics and 

phenomena that are real and then leading the viewer into an intentionally 

misleading narrative or explanation of these topics.  
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QUESTION 6: why do the so-called "Gods" behave like pampered kids when 

people do not offer them holocausts or gifts or praise or prayers? Why do they 

have this constant need for adoration? In fact, it seems like when people don't 

buy their attention, trust, benevolence or adulation, they feel entitled to punish 

their "subjects." (By the way, if you realize, such gods are more like deluxe 

prostitutes, where there's always this obligation to buy them stuff). 

ANSWER: As humans, we can only understand and interpret things from a 

human point of view. This creates a perplexed state of mind for us because we 

expect these beings to feel and behave the way we, as humans, would feel and 

behave. They are not human. The reason, we have determined, that they must 

manipulate humanity in the way they do is because they can not survive without 

being sustained by our life-force energy. We can speculate that they act the 

way they do because their existence depends on these things. It’s survival. 

They are cut off from the Universe and we are the only SOURCE they can 

connect to. What are the two forces that ultimately make up our life-force 

energy? Love and Fear (as we have discussed in previous videos). En.ki “lives” 

on Love and Marduk “lives” on Fear. This, in its simplest explanation, is at the 

root of the duality of our reality. It is the manipulation of our frequency in which 

one strives to attain one polarity and the other strives to attain the opposite. The 

collective frequency of the human soul group will determine the frequency of 

this matrix. For thousands of years, we have been at a “Marduk” level of 

frequency (fear). This is the frequency he tries to maintain while here because 

this is his life source energy. When En.ki was here, we were in the frequency 

of love and a very “high” spiritual state of awareness. It seems we are in flux, 

right now. In other words, we are in a battle of frequencies at the moment.   

However, the gods are souls, too, just like us, and they have many of our human 

attributes. They can feel jealousy, hate, and anger just like us. En.ki’s pride was 

hurt when the Orion Council decided that his brother would have the better 

characteristics to be in charge of the Tiamaat Project, so he rebelled. He got 

trapped in his own ego and grandiosity. He considers himself being at the top 
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of brilliance and leadership. That went to his head, and he started looking down 

on others.  

The other perspective on this is that the gods were stripped off their creative 

energies a long time ago because of using these energies in very destructive 

ways. Since then, they need to feed from our human soul energy to stay alive. 

They can either surrender and stand on trial and potentially, if they repent and 

make amends, can get their creative energies back, or they can stay here and 

continue their agenda and then being forced to feed on us. Thus far, they have 

chosen the latter. They punish us because that creates fear, which they can 

feed from—more so Marduk than En.ki. En.ki is feeding from our positive 

energies, while Marduk is feeding from our fear. Polarity at play. 

 

QUESTION 7: As informed and honest people will understand, there is an 

octahedron in the sky at the centre of the earth. It is Not clear how this 

octahedron powers the sunlight (another separate body) but what is clear is that 

there is a gigantic hole at the north and south pole that could possibly allow this 

octahedron to reflect/reprocess/convert an unknown source of energy from a 

different unknown dimension just outside the earth. Hence, making the energy 

of the sunlight to come from another dimension/world/khaa. Do you agree with 

this hypothesis?  

ANSWER: As we touched upon in a previous question in this Q&A, this Matrix 

is made up of sonic geometry. Each symbol and sigil that we’re so used to 

seeing has a certain vibration. The gods can use these vibrations to influence 

our behavior. Therefore, we get affected by the moon, stars, planets, etc. And 

there we have the basis for astrology, as well. We don’t know exactly how a 

blood-moon affects humankind, but we can be assured that it does. Bottomline; 

yes, all in all, we agree with the hypothesis you are presenting. 

 

QUESTION 8: Do you have knowledge of Lilith? Who she is? What other names 

may be associated? 
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ANSWER: Lilith is another name for Inanna, Aphrodite, Isis, and Ishtar to name 

a few. She had different names/titles in different time periods and in different 

areas of the world. 

 

QUESTION 9: What is Enlil's role in all this? I don't hear you talk about Enlil 

often. Not sure if I'm mixing up entities here. Also, what exactly is Ninurta's job 

in the Orion Empire? 

ANSWER: Prince En.lil, aka Prince Ninurta and Archangel MIKHaEL, is the 

Second in Command of the Orion MIKH-MAKH defense forces. He was also 

the one in charge of the original Experiment on Tiamaat, together with his 

mother, the Queen. During the Sirian-Arcturian Invasion, when Tiamaat was 

destroyed, En.lil and the original beings, who were here, mingling with humans 

and overseeing the Experiment, were defeated and had to retreat back to Orion. 

En.lil has not been part of this Matrix. He is still often mentioned in the ancient 

texts, and so is Ninurta. But were these beings, mentioned in the texts, really 

En.lil/Ninurta? Remember that these are only titles, and the Alien Invader Force 

used these titles when they took on the attributes and characteristics that go 

with these titles. 

 

QUESTION 10: If Marduk wants to reduce population to i.e.500,000,000 what's 

going to happen to rest of the souls? I'm guessing there will be no BLA anymore. 

So, where the souls go? 

ANSWER: Humanity will be divided in two. Those, who resonate with Marduk’s 

lower vibrations and agenda (technology, AI, and the Singularity) are HIS 

children, and they will come with him and live in the Machine Kingdom that he 

is preparing. Those, who raise their vibrations and resonate more with love and 

compassion will come to the Father in hEAven—En.ki/EA. These are the two 

choices for humanity within the Matrix. Marduk will continue feeding from 

people’s fear in the Machine Kingdom, while En.ki will continue feeding from 

our love and compassion in hEAven. The third option is to opt out from both 

and leave the Matrix. 
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Reducing the population is a conspiracy and not necessarily a determined 

number. It has been stated that the AIF can only “handle” a certain percentage 

of the human population and when it exceeds this percentage, humanity 

becomes less manageable. Not all souls here are human, and based on our 

research, not all humans are souled (or contain Divine Spirit). We do not know 

what happens to souls if the BLA, as we have come to know it in this matrix, no 

longer exits. We assume a new type of matrix will be constructed. We have no 

idea what that might be. 

 

QUESTION 11: What exactly do you mean regarding the Central Fire in the 

middle of the Universe? I have never heard that. Please elaborate on this 

further. 

ANSWER: The Central Fire is what has been described to me as a Super 

Galaxy in the “center” of the KHAA. This is the place from which soul-fire 

bioelectric energy is funneled into the KHAA. This is where souls ultimately 

draw their energy. This Central Fire “branches out” to all the galaxies in the 

KHAA and pours out from the galactic centers. 

 

Please consider becoming a Patreon, if among many other things, you want to 

participate in our Discord chats, where we discuss different topics. We currently 

plan on having chats every second weekend. If you’re interested, please visit 

our Patreon page at patreon.com/wespenre and sign up on Tier 3 or Tier 4. This 

is also an excellent way to support us. Thank you all for your interest in our 

work!  

 

 


